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Objective: We investigated trunk control, protective arm movements, and electromyographic responses to multidirectional support-surface rotations in patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD), aiming to better understand the pathophysiology underlying postural instability in PD, on and off antiparkinson medication.

Methods: Ten patients with PD were compared with 11 age matched healthy controls. Seven patients were also tested without (OFF) antiparkinson medication. All subjects received rotational perturbations (7.5 deg amplitude) that were randomly delivered in six different directions.

Results: The PD patients had decreased trunk rotation and ankle torque changes, consistent with a stiffening response. Stiffness appeared to be caused by the combined action of three factors: co-contraction that interfered in particular with the normal response asymmetry in trunk muscles; increased response amplitudes in agonist and antagonist muscles at both medium (∼80 ms) and balance correcting (∼120 ms) response latencies; and increased background activity in lower leg, hip, and trunk muscles. Although the patients had significantly earlier onset of deltoid muscle responses, this gave no functional protection because the arm movements were abnormally directed. Most instability in PD occurred for backward falls, with or without a roll component. Medication provided partial improvement in arm responses and trunk roll instability.

Conclusions: Our results confirm previous findings in ankle muscles, and provide new information on balance impairments in hip, trunk, and arm responses in PD.

Balance impairment and falls are important features of Parkinson’s disease (PD). Studies using support-surface perturbations have identified several distinguishing postural abnormalities:

- abnormally sized automatic postural responses, particularly enlarged “medium latency” stretch responses in lower leg muscles
- inability to modulate the response magnitude to different postural demands
- delayed initiation or reduced scaling of voluntary postural responses
- abnormal execution of compensatory stepping movements.

Although such postural abnormalities are clearly present during posturography experiments, many do not correlate well with clinically rated balance impairments.4,6 It is possible that an improved correlation between posturography results and clinical balance measures can be obtained using multidirectional stance perturbations. Most studies have analysed postural control in PD using a series of identical perturbations in a single direction, usually along the sagittal plane.5,2–6 Hence, the direction of postural perturbations may become predictable through repetition. Predictability can lead to habituation of postural responses or anticipatory strategies such as leaning, which may mask or impede postural abnormalities in PD. Analysis of postural responses to randomly mixed perturbations in multiple directions and velocities may provide better insight into the mechanisms underlying falls in daily life because predictability would be reduced.18 In addition, assessing postural responses to multidirectional perturbations could particularly help to clarify if and why there is a directional preponderance to falls in PD.20

A tendency for posturography studies to concentrate primarily on lower leg muscle responses may contribute to poor correlations with clinical balance measures in PD. Recent studies have confirmed the important contribution of proximal muscles to a normal balance response, particularly when perturbations are delivered in directions outside the pitch plane.20–22 However, only a few studies have examined the effects of PD on postural reactions in more proximal muscles,23 despite mounting evidence for trunk control deficits in PD during sitting, standing, walking, or making transfers.24–26 Control of arm movements is also affected in PD, as reflected by the reduced arm swing during walking24–27 and decreased protective arm responses to unexpected shoulder pulls.28 A similar absence of protective arm movements during falls could explain the apparently low incidence of wrist fractures in PD.29 Martin30 showed that parkinsonian patients have abnormal trunk and arm responses to balance perturbations while seated. However, no studies have examined postural reactions of both the trunk and the arms in PD when stance was perturbed.

Therefore, the main aim of this study was to examine how changes in trunk control and protective arm movements contribute to balance deficits in PD and to determine whether common neurophysiological deficits exist in both distal and proximal muscles. The secondary aim was to determine whether postural abnormalities in PD improve with antiparkinson medication. On the basis of clinical evidence, we hypothesised that postural instability in PD would be associated with increased stiffness, altered muscular responses in both distal and proximal muscles, and absent or delayed arm movements, and that medication would provide little improvement in these postural abnormalities.

Abbreviations: COM, centre of mass; ML, medium latency; PD, Parkinson’s disease; UPDRSP, Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale
**PATIENTS AND METHODS**

**Patients**

A total of 10 patients who fulfilled the UK Brain Bank criteria31 (table 1) for idiopathic PD were included in this study. All of them sustained a clear and lasting beneficial response to levodopa or a dopamine agonist. Eleven age matched healthy elderly individuals whose responses have been described previously 32 served as controls. Patients with other causes of balance impairment, a Mini Mental State Examination score <24, considerable postural tremor or significant dyskinesias (score >2 on the Modified Dyskinesia Rating Scale)13 were excluded. All patients were examined during their best clinical condition (“ON”), about one hour after intake of antiparkinson medication; seven were also tested after overnight withdrawal of all antiparkinson medication (“OFF”). All patients had predictable end-of-dose wearing-off effects. The interval between start of the OFF experiments and intake of the last medication was at least 12 hours. The order of the “ON” and “OFF” experiments was counterbalanced across subjects.

**Patients (both “ON” and “OFF”) and controls were**

clinically examined using the modified Hoehn and Yahr stages,34 the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS)34 and the Tinetti Mobility Index 35 (table 2). All patients had bilateral signs and although some clinical asymmetry was present, an equal proportion of patients were predominantly affected on the left or right side. All subjects reported the number of falls experienced in the last 3 months. All patients were examined during their best clinical condition (“ON”) and about one hour after intake of antiparkinson medication; seven were also tested after overnight withdrawal of all antiparkinson medication (“OFF”). All patients had predictable end-of-dose wearing-off effects. The interval between start of the OFF experiments and intake of the last medication was at least 12 hours. The order of the “ON” and “OFF” experiments was counterbalanced across subjects.

**Figure 1** (A) Population sample average traces for left AP ankle torque for PD-ON, PD-OFF patients, and controls. Responses are shown for support-surface rotations of 7.5 deg at 60 deg/s, directed backward right (135°) or forward left (315°). The black vertical line at 0 ms represents the onset of ankle rotation. (B) Polar plots for mean absolute AP ankle torque change between 280 and 380 ms. Each radial line (spoke) represents one of six platform directions (0°, 45°, 135°, 180°, 225°, and 315° in a clockwise notation). Note that the orientation of the radial lines does not represent the true perturbation direction. For each direction, population sample means for both PD-ON and controls and the population mean plus one standard error (SE) of the mean for controls is plotted, pooled across platform velocity. The response amplitude represented by each of the concentric circles in the plot is scaled according to the vertical scale.

**Table 1** Baseline clinical characteristics*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients (n = 10)</th>
<th>Controls (n = 11)</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td>63.7 (6.1)</td>
<td>68.1 (4.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No. of women (%)</strong></td>
<td>5 (50%)</td>
<td>6 (55%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Height (m)</strong></td>
<td>1.7 (0.1)</td>
<td>1.7 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight (kg)</strong></td>
<td>70.4 (12.6)</td>
<td>76.2 (13.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration of disease (years)</strong></td>
<td>10.4 (7.2)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Falls (&lt;3 months)</strong></td>
<td>6 (60%)</td>
<td>1 (9.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fear of falling</strong></td>
<td>6 (60%)</td>
<td>1 (9.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activities-specific Balance Confidence Scale (%)</strong></td>
<td>62 (19)</td>
<td>89 (11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data represent mean (SD), or number of persons (percentage in parenthesis).

†One control had recently fallen, due to environmental circumstances. NS, not significant.

**Table 2** Clinical test scores for patients both “ON” and “OFF” medication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>HY score</th>
<th>UPDRS motor</th>
<th>Tinetti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Medication gave a modest improvement of Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) motor scores and the Tinetti Mobility Index in all individual patients, except patient H.

†UPDRS: ON v OFF, p<0.05.

‡Tinetti optimal score = 0, worst score = 28.

§Tinetti: ON v OFF, p = 0.07.

n/a, not available.
three months and whether they had a fear of falling. Balance confidence was assessed using the Activities-specific Balance Confidence (ABC) scale (table 1).

All subjects gave witnessed informed consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The institutional review boards of the hospitals where subjects were outpatients (Basel and Leiden) approved the study.

**Measurements**

To record electromyography (EMG) signals, pairs of silver-silver chloride electrodes were placed approximately 3 cm apart along the muscle bellies of the left tibialis anterior, the left soleus, and bilaterally on the gluteus medius muscles, the paraspinals at the L1–L2 level of the spine, and the medial deltoid muscles. EMG amplifier gains were kept constant throughout the experiments. Anterior–posterior (AP) and medio-lateral ankle torques were calculated from support-surface reaction forces measured with strain gauges embedded in the support surface beneath each foot. Trunk angular velocity in the pitch (sagittal) and roll (frontal) planes was collected using Watson Industries transducers (Eau Claire, WI; ± 300 deg/s range) mounted to a 10 cm metal plate and strapped around the chest at the level of the sternum. Systron-Donner angular velocity transducers (Inglewood, CA; ± 200 deg/s) were attached to a 10 cm metal plate and strapped to the lateral aspect of the left upper arm using an elasticised bandage. To measure the left lower leg angle in the pitch plane, a lightweight metal rod was fixed with an adjustable strap to the lateral aspect of the left tibia, about 4 cm below the level of the lateral condyle. The rod was connected to a potentiometer located on the pitch axis of the support surface.

**Procedure**

The procedures were identical with those in a previous study. The subject’s feet were lightly strapped into heel guides on the support surface with 20 cm heel separation. This setup required the subject to use a foot-in-place response to recover their balance, without the option of taking a step. The ankle joint axis was aligned with the pitch axis of the rotating platform. The roll axis had the same height as the pitch axis, above the top surface of the platform, and passed equally between the feet. Just prior to the experiment, the subject was asked to assume their “preferred” standing posture with the arms hanging comfortably at their sides. At each individual’s “preferred stance” position, the low pass filtered (5 Hz) AP torque signal was used as the reference value for the “preferred stance” for the remainder of the experiment.

The experiment consisted of two series of 44 perturbations each. The perturbations consisted of randomised combinations of six directions and two velocities (either 30 deg/s or 60 deg/s), at a constant amplitude of 7.5 deg. Perturbation directions included two in the pitch plane (forward or 0°, and backward or 180° in our notation). Combinations of pitch and roll stimuli were used to form the other four directions: forward right (45°), backward right (135°), backward left (225°) or forward left (315°). Each of the 12 different combinations of perturbation direction and velocity were randomly presented seven or eight times. Each perturbation was preceded by a random 5–20 second delay. During this period, subjects monitored an oscilloscope, which was located at eye level, approximately 1 m in front of them. This oscilloscope displayed the AP torque reference signal. Using this visual feedback, subjects were asked to maintain AP ankle torque within a range of ±1 Nm from their “preferred stance” reference value prior to the onset of perturbation. The perturbation commenced only when this condition was met. At the time of perturbation onset visual feedback was blanked out. Three handrails (80 cm high) were located at a distance of 40 cm to the sides and to the front of the platform centre and were adjustable in height. The subjects were instructed to grasp the handrails only if needed. Two assistants were present to lend support in case of a fall. To minimise fatigue, the participants were given a 2–3 minute seated rest after the 15th and 30th trial of each series, and a longer seated rest period (five minutes) between each series.

**Data analysis**

EMG and biomechanical recordings were initiated 100 ms prior to perturbation onset and had a sampling duration of one second. EMG recordings were band pass analogue filtered between 60 Hz and 600 Hz, full wave rectified, and low pass filtered at 100 Hz using previously described filter characteristics prior to sampling at 1 kHz. All biomechanical data were sampled at 500 Hz and digitally low pass filtered off-line at 25 Hz using a zero phase-shift 10th order Butterworth filter. Angular velocities were integrated off-line using trapezoid numerical integration to yield angular displacement.

All recordings were averaged off-line across each perturbation direction and velocity, with the first trial of each series excluded to reduce habituation effects. Subject averages were then used to produce population sample averages for each single direction and velocity combination. Zero latency was defined as the first inflexion of ankle rotation velocity and did not vary with direction or subject. Ankle torque change was calculated between 280 ms and 380 ms, which corresponds to the interval of largest torque change in controls. Average trunk angular displacement was calculated at 300 ms and 700 ms after trapezoid integration of angular velocity traces. These times were chosen because trunk pitch and roll angle peak, respectively, at these times in controls. Angular displacements of the arm relative to the trunk were calculated from the difference in angular velocity signals of these two body segments.

Onset latencies were analysed for directions that elicited primary balance correcting responses in each particular muscle. EMG latencies were determined individually using a semi-automatic computer algorithm that determined when the average profile exceeded two standard deviations above background muscle activity for more than 50 ms. Each latency was first selected by the algorithm and then approved or manually corrected following inspection by one operator (JMLC). EMG areas were corrected by subtracting the average level of background activity (measured over a 100 ms period prior to perturbation onset) from the overall response amplitude. Corrected EMG areas were calculated using trapezoid integration within predetermined time intervals associated with stretch reflexes (40–100 ms from stimulus onset), medium latency (ML) responses (80–120 ms) and balance correcting responses (120–220 ms). To assess symmetry of activation between bilateral muscles, we calculated an “asymmetry index” as the ratio between left sided and right sided activity. Our primary analyses concentrated on between-groups comparison of PD-ON patients and controls using a mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) model (group × direction) for both EMG and biomechanical data, pooled across the two stimulus velocities. Before this pooling, we checked that response scaling with velocity was not different across the populations. The skewed distributions of EMG response areas were analysed statistically following rank transformation. To determine the effect of medication on postural responses, the mixed model ANOVA was applied to repeated measures for the seven patients who were tested both ON and OFF. Significant main and interaction effects were further explored using post hoc comparisons, using...
trunk roll responses. Therefore, we concentrated our analysis primarily on comparisons between controls and PD-ON patients, which is consistent with the majority of previous research.\textsuperscript{5–8 11 13–15 38} Differences between PD-ON and PD-OFF patients have been reported only where changes were statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

**Biomechanical changes**

Patients and controls had similar patterns of AP torque generation, but different response amplitudes. Backward rotations of the platform caused an initial passive plantar flexing torque that increased until \(-150 \text{ ms}\), when the AP torque reversed into an active dorsiflexion torque. Ankle torque over the first 200 ms did not differ between the patients and controls (fig 1A). However, the torque change between 280 ms and 380 ms was significantly decreased in PD-ON patients compared with controls (fig 1A, B) but not different between patients ON and OFF medication (fig 1A). These group differences depended on perturbation direction (significant interaction effect of group by direction; \(F_{5,95} = 5.55; p < 0.001\)). Thus, PD-ON patients had the greatest reduction in left AP ankle torque change between 280 ms and 380 ms for perturbations directed forward and to the left, with smaller differences for perturbations backward and to the right (fig 1B). Similar, but mirror image, changes were found for right ankle AP torque.

Backward perturbations caused the lower legs to pitch backwards and the trunk to pitch forwards (and vice versa for forward perturbations). Trunk pitch displacement always commenced at approximately 80 ms and reached a peak displacement between 300 ms and 350 ms (fig 2A). Perturbations with a roll component induced less rapid trunk roll displacement in the same direction as platform rotation, with an onset of approximately 150 ms, and a final peak angular displacement at 500–600 ms.

When trunk pitch displacements were measured at 300 ms and 700 ms a group by direction interaction was observed between the PD-ON patients and controls (\(F_{5,95} = 2.48\) and \(2.67\), respectively; \(p < 0.05\)). No differences in trunk pitch were noted between PD-ON and PD-OFF patients. Differences between patients and controls were observed primarily for backward directed perturbations, where the velocity of forward trunk pitch was slower in patients, resulting in a significantly smaller peak forward displacement at 300 ms (fig 2A, B). These differences were consistent with decreased ankle torque in patients with PD (fig 1). There were no differences in trunk pitch displacement at 300 ms for forward perturbations (fig 2B). The reduction in forward trunk pitch angular displacement for backward directed perturbations was even greater at 700 ms (fig 2B). PD-ON patients and controls had a similar amplitude of trunk roll. However, PD-OFF patients had increased trunk roll at 700 ms for all perturbation directions, except for purely forward perturbations (significant interaction effect of group (ON v OFF) by direction; \(F_{5,30} = 3.13; p < 0.03\)).

**Upper arm**

Directionally dependent changes in arm responses were observed between the patients and controls. Differences were larger for patients OFF medication (fig 3A). For backward perturbations, the upper arm flexed forward reaching a peak angular displacement relative to trunk movement at 350 ms (fig 3A). Conversely, arm extension occurred with forward perturbations (fig 3A). Thus the arms were moved spatially ahead of the trunk. The patients had initial arm pitch responses that were similar to those of the controls in pattern and timing, but decreased in velocity and peak displacement. These differences caused a significant difference in arm...
flexion angle at 700 ms (interaction effect of PD-ON v control by direction; $F_{3,95} = 3.73; p<0.01$). The controls maintained the peak arm flexion angle acquired by 350 ms constant, with progressively more forward flexion of the arms as perturbation directions changed from forward to backward (fig 3B). In contrast, the patients quickly reversed the upper arm movement after 350 ms to return the arm to a flexed position that was similar across all perturbation directions (fig 3B). They demonstrated excessive arm adduction compared with the controls. The high variability in the patients' arm movements led, however, to a lack of statistical difference in population sample means at 700 ms. No differences between PD-ON and PD-OFF patients were observed for any arm angle measures.

**Muscle responses**

**Lower leg muscles**

Backward perturbations elicited a short latency reflex in the stretched soleus muscle at ~50 ms followed in controls by a relatively small ML response, and a balance correcting response occurred in the tibialis anterior (fig 4A, 225°). The latter response generated a dorsiflexion torque to counteract the backward displacement of the body. Forward perturbations first elicited a combined stretch and ML response in the tibialis anterior muscles at approximately 80 ms, followed by a large balance correcting response in the soleus muscle (fig 4A, 315°).

PD-ON patients had normal stretch reflex amplitudes, but ML responses were enlarged in the tibialis anterior
and the soleus ($F_{1,19} = 9.70; p < 0.01$) independent of perturbation direction. The patients had ML responses not only for perturbation directions that stretched the muscle, but also for directions which unloaded the muscle ($135^\circ$ in tibialis anterior and $315^\circ$ in soleus) and generated no stretch response in the controls (fig 5A). Amplitudes of balance correcting responses were also significantly influenced by PD (fig 5B). Soleus balance correcting responses were larger in PD-ON patients compared with the controls for all perturbation directions ($F_{1,19} = 10.01; p < 0.01$). The patients also tended to have larger balance correcting responses in the tibialis anterior for backward rotations. They had higher background activity in the lower leg muscles compared with the controls, with a threefold increase in the tibialis anterior and a 25% increase in the soleus (fig 4A). Changes in amplitude of ML and balance correcting responses in the PD patients could not be explained by differences in onset latency of responses. Mean onset latencies for balance correcting responses did not differ between the PD-ON patients and controls in the tibialis anterior (for example 143.8 (SD 24.7) ms in patients v 132.8 (18.7) ms in controls for backward left perturbations), or the soleus (for example 176.9 (23.0) ms in patients v 182.4 (18.2) ms in controls for forward left perturbations).

### Hip and trunk muscles

The gluteus medius and paraspinal muscles were most active for backward perturbation directions with a roll component. The largest balance correcting responses were observed in the hip and trunk muscles for perturbations that initially unloaded the muscle, that is, in the gluteus medius ipsilateral to the tilt-down of the support surface, and in the contralateral paraspinals. For example, backward left ($225^\circ$) perturbations caused an initial unloading response in the left gluteus medius, followed by a large balance correcting response (fig 4B). In the controls this perturbation caused a stretch response at 40 ms in the left paraspinal muscle, followed by a very small balance correcting response.

Interestingly, there were few differences between the patients and controls in the proximal muscles for pure
backward perturbation, and significant differences only emerged when a roll component was added to the perturbation. Amplitudes of early stretch responses in the gluteus medius did not differ between the patients and controls once these were referred to the 3× higher background activity (fig 4B). However, the patients showed bursts of ML activity at ~80 ms, in both the gluteus medius and the paraspinal muscles that were not observed in the controls, particularly for roll directions (fig 4B). Amplitudes of balance correcting responses in the gluteus medius were increased in PD-ON patients compared with controls (see polar plots of fig 5C for all perturbation directions ($F_{1,19} = 5.21; p<0.05$)). However, directional sensitivity was preserved in patients as reflected by analysis of the “asymmetry index” (the ratio between left and right sided activity), which was comparable for PD-ON patients and controls (table 3).

The paraspinal balance correcting activity was influenced by a significant interaction effect between PD-ON versus controls and the perturbation direction ($F_{5,95} = 4.09; p<0.01$). The responses in the left paraspinals were significantly decreased with respect to background activity in patients for rightward perturbations which initially elicit unloading responses, and significantly increased for leftward roll perturbations which stretched the left paraspinal muscle and caused minimal activity in controls (figs 4B and 5C). The patients consequently lacked the normal left–right asymmetry in their paraspinal responses, resulting in co-contraction. This was reflected by the asymmetry ratios for backward roll
tilts (table 3), which showed asymmetrical paraspinal activation in controls, but more symmetrical activation in PD-ON patients (interaction effect between group and perturbation direction; F_{5.95} = 2.48; p<0.05).

Sholder muscles
We observed bilateral deltoid muscle activity regardless of the perturbation direction in all subjects. The largest arm responses were observed for backward rotations, with less activity for forward roll perturbations and almost negligible activity for pure forward rotations (fig 3D). Onsets of medial deltoid responses were earlier in PD-ON patients compared with controls for purely backward perturbations (119.6 (SD 22.1) ms in PD-ON patients v 140.4 (12.3) ms in controls; p<0.05) and backward right perturbations (114.3 (19.1) ms v 133.6 (18.2) ms, respectively; p<0.05). Onset latencies tended to be earlier for backward left perturbations (116.6 (28.7) ms in patients v 124.1 (18.1) ms in controls; t test, p = 0.53). Compared with PD-ON patients, PD-OFF patients had later onset latencies of the deltoid muscles for purely backward perturbations (133.2 (10.7) ms; p<0.05) but comparable latencies for backward right perturbations (117.5 (19.1) ms). The medial deltoid balance correcting responses tended to be larger in patients compared with controls for backward and backward roll directions (fig 3C, D), but these differences were not significant.

**DISCUSSION**
Our observations on multidirectional perturbations to stance revealed three distinct postural abnormalities in PD. First, patients had reduced ankle torques and decreased counter-rotation of the trunk, especially when the body’s centre of mass (COM) was pitched backwards suggesting that counter-acting muscle torques generated active stiffening at the trunk and ankles instead of moving the COM to a more stable position. The active stiffening was caused by increased ML and balance correcting responses and co-contraction of agonists and antagonists. This effect was observed not only in the lower legs, as other studies have shown, but also in the muscles spanning the hips and trunk. The abnormally high background activity in the patients may have contributed further to increased overall stiffness. Secondly, the patients had a significantly earlier onset of deltoid muscle responses, but this gave no functional protection because the arm movements were abnormally directed, particularly in backward directions. Thus all postural abnormalities in PD were most prominent for perturbations directed backwards, with or without a roll component. Finally, antiparkinson medication provided little to no improvement in these pitch plane abnormalities. Some improvement was noted for trunk roll.

**Increased trunk stiffness**
Our biomechanical analyses of pitch plane movements provide evidence for increased hip and trunk stiffness in PD. Specifically, the patients had decreased trunk pitch angle changes compared with the controls. The increased trunk stiffness in PD was presumably related to the enlarged balance correcting responses in the gluteus medius. Additional stiffness may have resulted from the loss of the normal reciprocal relationship between the stretched and unloaded paraspinals to backward and roll perturbations, as well as the increased background activity in the gluteus medius and the paraspinals. These results confirm previous clinical evidence for trunk deficits in PD. The patients have decreased range of motion of the trunk in both pitch and roll directions, decreased trunk mobilities during sit-to-stand and during functional reach tests, as well as increased axial stiffness while walking. Both, the elderly controls and PD patients had trunk roll displacements which were slower than those of the younger controls. In both of the former, the initial trunk roll (over the first 150 ms) was negligible compared with the younger subjects and, when present, was mainly in the same direction as the platform perturbation, more so in PD-OFF patients. In contrast, the younger controls initially had a “hinging” response over the first 150 ms, so the upper trunk rolled in the opposite direction to the platform roll. This helps move the COM away from the downhill side. Therefore, some aspects of trunk stiffness in PD, particularly in the roll plane, may be caused by age dependent alterations in joint and intrinsic muscle stiffness and may be heightened when off medication. Indeed, we observed a similar pattern of trunk roll stiffness in an elderly woman with severe proprioceptive deficits, which was attributed to excessive background activity in the gluteus medius and the paraspinals. Such stiffness may help to reduce sway under static conditions, but can be deleterious if phasically applied to unexpected postural perturbations because the trunk action is forced to “follow” the direction of the fall.

Our findings on the stiffening effects of co-contraction could explain a historical experimental observation. When seated parkinsonian patients were tilted laterally, righting responses of the trunk seemed to be absent because the patients fell sideways in the direction of the tilt without compensating adequately. The present EMG recordings in the paraspinals suggest that the instability may not have been caused by a lack of postural activity in the trunk muscles (as originally suggested), but by symmetrical rather than asymmetrical bilateral activation of trunk muscles.

**Increased leg stiffness**
Ankle stiffness may contribute to postural instability in PD. The present study also provides evidence for increased ankle stiffness due to both increased background activity before, and increased co-contraction after the perturbation. Increased amplitudes of ML and balance correcting responses were observed in the tibialis anterior and soleus, for perturbations that either stretched or unloaded these muscles. This caused co-contraction and presumably increased ankle stiffness, rather than generating a net balance correcting torque. Thus the PD patients had a decreased ankle torque despite larger ankle muscle responses. These findings extend those of Horak et al who observed increased co-activation of balance correcting responses in the lower and upper legs, resulting in decreased torque production and COM displacement.

Our findings of increased stiffness, increased background activity, and abnormal co-contraction are also consistent with other neurophysiological findings in PD. For example, increased intrinsic muscle stiffness was noted in studies of mechanical muscle properties in PD. Co-contraction of
antagonist muscles has frequently been reported in PD and may be associated with changes in reciprocal inhibition during movement. Additional stiffness could have resulted from increased muscle activity due to a fear of falling. As observed previously, most of our patients were fearful and had low balance confidence scores. Through changes in cognitive set, this fear can induce compensatory stiffening due to co-contraction, just as in healthy subjects when they stand at an increased height.

Protective arm movements
Arm movements are an important defence strategy against balance perturbations. Protective arm movements would be particularly vital for patients with PD to compensate for the stiffness of the trunk and ankles described above. In the present study, where we recorded bilaterally from the medial deltoid muscles, we noted some unexpected differences between the patients and controls. The controls had onset latencies in the deltoid muscles that ranged between 124 ms and 140 ms—that is, very similar to the onsets for balance correcting responses in the distal and proximal muscles. PD-ON patients had significantly earlier deltoid responses (range 114–119 ms) than the controls. This observation was unexpected because PD is typically characterised by akinesia. One possible explanation is that a distinct ML response was elicited in patients that blended with a normally timed, later, balance correcting response. This early response could be similar to the increased ML responses seen in the leg and trunk muscles of patients. Another explanation is that the early deltoid responses in PD represent a learned response pattern, which is triggered by a startling response. For example, healthy subjects can activate arm muscles earlier than normal when movement is accompanied by a startling (acoustic) stimulus. Startle reactions have rarely been studied for somatosensory stimuli, but if there is any resemblance to the acoustic startle reaction, then the observed onset latencies would be appropriately timed to represent such startle responses. Our biomechanical results also revealed an abnormal control of rapid arm movements in PD. Similar to the other balance deficits, these abnormal arm movements were particularly evident for backwards displacements. For backward pitch perturbations, the controls flexed their arms forward relative to the trunk, whereas the patients reduced the amount of shoulder flexion after 300 ms and brought the arms closer to the trunk. The arm movements of the patients were either stereotyped and lacked the normal graded pitch control for different amounts of backward arm movement. Arm movements in the roll direction were also changed by PD, because the patients had increased adduction of the arms compared with controls, thereby bringing the arms closer to the trunk. The arm flexion of controls was likely protective in nature and served to either grasp the rail or to provide an extra “counterbalance” for the body displacement backwards. Similarly, moving the arms outward after a roll perturbation normally permits a finer control of the body’s COM by countering the body displacement sideways. Arm raising may also create reaction moments at the leg and trunk joints that may aid or disrupt stability, depending on the direction of arm acceleration or deceleration. Indeed, the pitch trunk movement tended to change around 300 ms, suggesting that a reactive arm movement had influenced trunk movement. For the patients, the decreased arm flexion in the pitch direction and the increased adduction in the roll direction caused the arms to be neither in a position to grasp a railing for support, nor to perform its counterbalance function. This suggests that, despite early and large muscle responses, protective arm responses are poorly executed in PD. The small and abnormally directed arm responses may explain why wrist fractures seem relatively rare in PD. Healthy elderly persons may, however, sustain wrist fractures when they attempt to cushion a backward or lateral fall.

Effects of antiparkinson medication
Medication generally yielded little improvement of postural abnormalities in PD. Minor effects included a reduction in trunk roll and a small improvement in arm responses. There were no improvements in trunk pitch motion. These findings corroborate previous studies which found little or no improvement of postural responses with antiparkinson medication. Even though all patients except one improved with medication, the average clinical effect of antiparkinson medication was modest (see table 2). It is possible that patients with more robust clinical responses to medication might have shown greater differences between the ON and OFF states for our posturography experiments.

Impaired gain control of postural responses
Posturography studies using pitch plane perturbations reported impaired gain control of ML responses in lower leg muscles of patients with PD. The present study extends these observations to a multidirectional environment and to different muscles. We observed a global elevation of ML activity in PD, not only in muscles such as the tibialis anterior that normally show stretch reflex activity over the ML period (80–120 ms) in controls, but also in muscles and for perturbation directions that normally show little ML activity. We observed enhanced ML reflexes in the soleus, in more proximal muscles such as the glutus medius and the paraspinal muscles and, as mentioned above, possibly also in the medial deltoid. Taken together, our findings suggest that PD is associated with a global impairment of ML gain control in any muscle, independent of stretching. Impaired ML gain control may contribute directly to balance impairment in PD, for several reasons. First, it leads to contraction in antagonist muscles just before normal balance correcting activity. Secondly, afferent information resulting from ML activity may be used to scale later balance correcting activity by acting as a “test pulse” of how the balance correction would influence body motion. For this reason, ML activity may be restricted to a few muscles in healthy subjects because only one test signal may be required per joint. In PD, the excessive ML responses would lead to a conflicting burden of afferent input to the central nervous system, explaining why balance correcting responses are excessive and inappropriate for many environmental demands. Indeed, enhanced balance correcting responses were observed not only in leg muscles (as observed previously), but also in the trunk, hip, and arm muscles. The increased balance correcting responses in the gluteus medius and paraspinal muscles were not evident for pure pitch perturbations, but only became apparent following off-pitch perturbations.

In conclusion, our findings may help to clarify some clinical features observed in PD and underscore the need for new treatment strategies.
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